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Abstra t
A proof-theoreti al treatment of olle tively a epted group beliefs is presented
through a multi-agent sequent system for an axiomatization of the logi of a eptan e. The system is based on a labelled sequent al ulus for propositional multiagent epistemi logi with labels that orrespond to possible worlds and a notation
for internalized a essibility relations between worlds. The system is shown to be
ontra tion- and ut-free. Extensions of the basi system are also onsidered, in
parti ular with rules that allow the possibility of operative members or legislators.

1

Introdu tion

The study of

olle tive attitudes has been in the fo us of the philosophi al literature

olle tive intentionality [9, 21, 25℄. One out ome of this area of resear h

on erned with

has been an understanding of the nature of
importan e in

olle tively a

epted group beliefs and their

reating the so ial environment. Attempts have been made re ently to for-

malize reasoning about su h

olle tive attitudes. One motivation

omes from theoreti al

so ial s ien es, espe ially theories of so ial hoi e that study the aggregation of individual
attitudes, espe ially preferen es and judgements into
of logi

olle tive attitudes. Formal systems

have been used to gain a more pre ise understanding of the properties of these ag-

gregation pro esses, see e.g. [20, 26℄. Another motivation
su h as distributed arti ial intelligen e that aims at
whi h the agents

omes from areas of appli ation

onstru ting multi-agent systems in

an reason about the attitudes of other agents [22℄. Various multi-agent

logi s have been presented to this task. Most of them are multi-modal logi s that extend
traditional modal logi s, in parti ular epistemi

logi .

The fo us has been until re ently on individual attitudes and what are known as

summative

olle tive attitudes, whi h

an be dened in terms of individual attitudes, in

parti ular, shared beliefs, mutual beliefs, distributed knowledge, and
[2℄. In re ent work, also non-summative

ommon knowledge

olle tive attitudes, su h as group beliefs, have

re eived attention [4, 3, 7, 5, 13℄. Group beliefs are taken to be
attitudes that are based on what the group members a

olle tively intentional

ept as the group's belief [8, 24℄.

Thus, group beliefs do not redu e to individual beliefs but are properly attributed only to
the

olle tivity. The fa t that all of the group members believe that

nor ne essary for a group belief that

A.

A is neither su

ient

It is required for group belief that the group
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members take

A

individuals a

ept

belief and a
proper
a

to be true when they are a ting in the group

A

ontext, that is, that the

when they are a ting as group members. The distin tion between

eptan e allows reasoning about individual and

ontext without attributing

ontradi tory beliefs to the agents.

eptan e allows inferen es about publi

ommuni ation only their a

olle tive attitudes in their
The

on ept of

ommitments of agents, be ause from their

eptan es

an be inferred, not ne essarily their beliefs (see

In this paper, we present a sequent

al ulus system that allows to make proofs about

e.g. [6℄ for dis ussion).
olle tive attitudes. We take a formalization of this kind as
tion of reasoning about

olle tive attitudes. A

ru ial for the implementa-

losely related approa h (that we found

after having developed our own) is presented in [1℄ in whi h a tableau system for the
logi

is presented. We employ the general method for

presented in [15℄ (an introdu tion to sequent

onstru ting modal sequent

al uli

al ulus and more generally to stru tural

proof theory is found in [18℄). The approa h followed here is similar to the one in [11℄ in
whi h the modal operator

a∈G



is repla ed by knowledge operators

Ka

for individual agents

and an operator for distributed knowledge among agents in a group. In this pa-

per, our fo us is on group belief that we take to amount to a

olle tive a

eptan e of a

proposition by the group members to represent a view of the group [8, 24, 10℄. Of the
re ent attempts to formalize su h non-summative group beliefs (see [4, 3, 7, 5, 13℄), we
have here sele ted [13℄, whi h is formally sophisti ated and quite faithful to philosophi al
a

ounts of group beliefs. The methods presented

ould be adapted for the other logi s

with minor modi ations.

2

Ba kground on labelled sequent systems

To maintain the presentation self- ontained, we briey re all in this se tion the ba kground of our method, presented in [17, 18, 14℄, for the development of

ut-free labelled

systems for multi-modal logi s.
For extensions of
ut-free sequent

G3

lassi al predi ate logi , the starting point is the

al ulus

G3

ontra tion- and

( f. [18, 23℄ for the rules). We re all that all the rules of

are invertible and all the stru tural rules are admissible. Weakening and

ontra tion

are in addition height-preserving- (hp-) admissible, that is, whenever their premisses are
derivable, so also is their

on lusion, with at most the same derivation height (the height

of a derivation is its height as a tree, that is, the length of its longest bran h). Moreover,
the

al ulus enjoys hp-admissibility of substitution. Invertibility of the rules of

also height-preserving (hp-invertible). Detailed proofs
of [18℄.
These remarkable stru tural properties of
logi al

G3

an be found in

G3

is

hapters 3 and 4

are maintained in extensions of the

al ulus with suitably formulated rules that represent axioms for spe i

Universal axioms are rst transformed, through the rules of

G3

theories.

, into a normal form that

onsists of onjun tions of formulas of the form P1 & . . . &Pm ⊃ Q1 ∨ . . . ∨ Qn , where all
Pi , Qj are atomi ; then impli ation redu es to the su edent if m = 0, and the latter is
⊥ if n = 0. The universal losure of any su h formula is alled a regular formula. We
abbreviate the multiset P1 , . . . , Pm as P . Ea h onjun t is then onverted into a s hemati
rule,

alled the regular rule s heme, of the form

Q1 , P , Γ ⇒ ∆ . . . Qn , P , Γ ⇒ ∆
Reg
P,Γ ⇒ ∆
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By this method, all universal theories
systems of sequent

an be formulated as

ontra tion- and

ut-free

al uli.
over also geometri

In [14℄, the method is extended to

theories, that is, theories

impli ations. We re all that a geometri

axiomatized by geometri

formula is a formula

ontain ⊃ , ¬ , or ∀, and a geometri impli ation is a senten e of the form
∀z(A ⊃ B) where A and B are geometri formulas. Geometri impli ations an be redu ed

that does not

to a normal form that

onsists of

alled geometri

onjun tions of formulas,

axioms, of

the form

∀z(P1 & . . . &Pm ⊃ ∃x(M1 ∨ . . . ∨ Mn ))
where ea h

Mj

is a

onjun tion of atomi

x

assume that the sequen e
no

xi

is free in any

Pj .

Qj1 , . . . , Qjkp . For simpli ity, we
length 1. Without loss of generality,

formulas,

of bound variables has

Note that regular formulas are degenerate

ases of geometri

impli ations, with neither

onjun tions nor existential quanti ations to the right of the

impli ation. The geometri

rule s heme for geometri

axioms takes the form

Q1 (y1 /x1 ), P , Γ ⇒ ∆ . . . Qn (yn /xn ), P , Γ ⇒ ∆
GRS
P,Γ ⇒ ∆
where

Qj

P

and

indi ate the multisets of atomi

y1 , . . . , yn

respe tively, and the eigenvariables
sion. We use the notation
the variable

A(y/x)

Qj1 , . . . Qjkj

and

P1 , . . . , Pm ,

of the premisses are not free in the

to indi ate

A

on lu-

after the substitution of the term

y

for

x.

In order to maintain admissibility of
geometri

formulas

rules, the formulas

P1 , . . . , Pm

ontra tion in the extensions with regular and

in the ante edent of the

on lusion of the s heme

have, as indi ated, to be repeated in the ante edent of ea h of the premisses. In addition,
whenever an instantiation of free parameters in atoms produ es a dupli ation (two identi al atoms) in the
is of

ourse a

on lusion of a rule instan e, say

P1 , . . . , P, P, . . . , Pm , Γ ⇒ ∆,

orresponding dupli ation in ea h premiss. The

the requirement that the rule with the dupli ation
in the premisses and in the

there

ondition imposes

ontra ted into a single

P,

both

on lusion, be added to the system of rules. For ea h axiom

system, there is only a bounded number of possible
very often none at all, so the

P, P

losure

ases of

ontra ted rules to be added,

ondition is unproblemati .

The main result for su h extensions is the following (Theorems 4 and 5 from [14℄):

Theorem 1.

The stru tural rules of Weakening, Contra tion and Cut are admissible in

all extensions of

G3

with the geometri

rule-s heme and satisfying the

losure ondition.

Weakening and Contra tion are hp-admissible.
The method of extension of sequent
of spe i

al uli

an be applied not only to the proof theory

theories su h as latti e theory, arithmeti , and geometry [19℄, but also to the

proof theory of non- lassi al logi s. In [15℄, rules expressing properties of binary relations
are added to a basi
that

labelled sequent

al ulus for the normal modal logi

K in su

h a way

omplete systems for all the modal logi s hara terized by geometri frame onditions

are obtained. The basi

labelled sequent

formulas in the rules of the sequent
sequents we take any of the form

al ulus is obtained by prexing with labels the

al ulus for the propositional part of

x : P, Γ ⇒ ∆, x : P

for atomi

and prin ipal formulas are prexed by the same label. This

P.

G3

. As initial

In ea h rule, the a tive

orresponds to the

explanation of truth in Kripke semanti s, at on all the propositional logi al

3

lassi al

onstants.

For instan e, the rules for

onjun tion are

Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A Γ ⇒ ∆, x : B
R&
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A&B

x : A, x : B, Γ ⇒ ∆
L&
x : A&B, Γ ⇒ ∆
and those for impli ation are

x : A, Γ ⇒ ∆, x : B
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A ⊃ B

Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A x : B, Γ ⇒ ∆
L⊃
x : A ⊃ B, Γ ⇒ ∆
The rules for the modal operator

R⊃

 are obtained similarly from its semanti

al explanation

in terms of possible worlds

x : A

x, xRy

i for all

implies

y:A

that gives the rules

y : A, x : A, xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆
L
x : A, xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆
with the variable

ondition in

The resulting sequent

K.

normal modal logi

This logi

there are no rules for the a
su h as the modal logi s

that

y

alled

is

is fresh, i.e. not free in the

G3K,

gives a

hara terized by arbitrary frames;

T, K4, KB, S4, B, S5

are obtained by adding to

onditions, i.e., the properties of the a

hara terize their frames. For instan e, a sequent

G3K*

of

G3K

with geo-

onditions:

2. All sequents of the form

x : A, Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A are derivable in G3K*.
⇒ x : (A ⊃ B) ⊃ (A ⊃ B) are derivable in G3K*.

3. The substitution rule

Γ⇒∆
(y/x)
Γ(y/x) ⇒ ∆(y/x)

G3K*.

4. The rules of Weakening

Γ ⇒ ∆ LW
x : A, Γ ⇒ ∆
are hp-admissible in

Γ ⇒ ∆ RW
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A

Γ ⇒ ∆ LWR
xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆

G3K*.

5. The Ne essitation rule

is admissible in

⇒ x : A N ec
⇒ x : A

G3K*.

6. For ea h frame

S4 is

essibility relation

1. All sequents of the form

is hp-admissible in

the

essibility relation

al ulus for the modal logi

We re all from [15℄ the following properties of any extension

Theorem 2.

G3K

ondition, the

K

xRz, xRy, yRz, Γ ⇒ ∆
Trans
xRy, yRz, Γ ⇒ ∆

xRx, Γ ⇒ ∆
Refl
Γ⇒∆
rules for the frame

orrespondingly,

al uli for extensions of

obtained by adding the rules for reexivity and transitivity of the a

metri

on lusion.

omplete system for the basi

essibility relation. The sequent

rules that express their frame
that

R

al ulus,

xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆, y : A
R
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A

orresponding modal axiom is derivable in
4

G3K*.

7. All the primitive rules of

G3K*

are hp-invertible.

8. The rules of Contra tion

are hp-admissible in

G3K*.

9. The Cut rule

is admissible in

Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A, x : A
R-Ctr
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A

xRy, xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆
L-CtrR
xRy, Γ ⇒ ∆

x : A, x : A, Γ ⇒ ∆
L-Ctr
x : A, Γ ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ ∆, x : A x : A, Γ′ ⇒ ∆′
Cut
Γ, Γ′ ⇒ ∆, ∆′

G3K*.

In multi-modal logi s, there is not only one but many a
a

essibility relations, ea h dening

orresponding modal operator. In multi-agent epistemi

logi s, the a

essibility rela-

tions are indexed over a set of agents, and the modality dened by ea h of these is an
individual's knowledge operator. The interse tion of the a
the a

essibility relations gives then

essibility relation for the modality of distributed knowledge. The results in [11℄

exemplify the ba kbone of the method for multimodal logi s: First we give the rules for
the a

essibility relations, in luding the rules for obtaining other a

essibility relations

from given ones, in the form of rules that follow the regular or the geometri
Then we obtain the rules for the

rule s heme.

orresponding modalities from their explanation in terms

of Kripke semanti s. On e the stru tural properties are established,

ompleteness with

respe t to a Hilbert-style axiomatization follows from the derivability of the

hara teristi

axioms in the system.

3

The system G3KA

We shall follow the axiomatization for the logi
slightly dierent notation. We denote the

g,

that the group
in

g

having a

in

i,

ontext

epted that

A

Rg:i

the a

As our basi

A.

eptan e of

is the view of their group in the
onsidered, with

essibility relation that

A

In

Ag:iA

meaning

W

ontext of an institution i.

a non-empty set of possible

orresponds to the modality

system we use the propositional part of the system

previous se tion.

by

This is to be interpreted as the agents

and extend it with the rules for modalities and a
a

eptan e given in [13℄ but use a

olle tive a

believes that

A standard possible worlds semanti s is
worlds and

of a

G3

Ag:i.
given in [18℄

eptan e relations as explained in the

omplete analogy to the rules for

,

we dene the rules for the

eptan e modality starting from their explanation in terms of relational semanti s:

Ag:iA

x

i

∀y(xRg:i y → y

A)

The rules we obtain are the following:

xRg:i y, Γ ⇒ ∆, y : A
Γ ⇒ ∆, x : Ag:iA
Rule

RAg:i

has the variable

RAg:i

ondition that

In [13℄, the following semanti
denotes the set

S.1

If

h⊆g

{z ∈ W | xRh:j z}

and

y : A, y : Ag:i A, xRg:i y, Γ ⇒ ∆
x : Ag:i A, xRg:i y, Γ ⇒ ∆

y ∈ Rh:j (x),

y

must not appear in the

LAg:i

on lusion.

onstraints are imposed on the frames, where
:

then

Rg:i (y) ⊆ Rg:i (x)
5

Rh:j (x)

S.2

If

h⊆g

and

S.3

If

h⊆g

and

S.4

If

S.5

If

h⊆g

and

y ∈ Rh:j (x),

then

Rg:i (x) ⊆ Rg:i (y)

Rg:i (x) 6= ∅, then Rh:i (x) ⊆ Rg:i (x)
S
y ∈ Rg:i (x), then y ∈ k∈g Rk:i (y)
Rg:i (x) 6= ∅,

On e the set-theoreti
synta ti

then

Rh:i (x) 6= ∅

denitions have been unfolded, these

onstraints are

rules after the pattern of the regular rule s heme or of the geometri

onverted into
rule s heme

re alled in the previous se tion:

xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:iz, Γ ⇒ ∆
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:iz, Γ ⇒ ∆

RS .1

yRg:iz, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, xRg:iz, Γ ⇒ ∆
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, xRg:i z, Γ ⇒ ∆

RS .2

xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, xRh:iz, Γ ⇒ ∆
h ⊆ g, xRg:iy, xRh:iz, Γ ⇒ ∆

RS .3

{yRk:iy, xRg:iy, Γ ⇒ ∆}k∈g
xRg:i y, Γ ⇒ ∆

RS .4

xRh:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:iy, Γ ⇒ ∆
h ⊆ g, xRg:iy, Γ ⇒ ∆

RS .5

Rule RS.4 has a nite number of premisses, one for ea h element of the group

RS.5 has the
system

ondition that

G3KA.

z

must not o

ur in the

on lusion. We

Lorini et al. [13℄ present an axiomatization of the logi

of a

g1,

and

all the resulting

eptan e. The inferen e

rules are the standard ones, modus ponens and ne essitation, and the axioms, in addition
to the standard ones (propositional tautologies and the axiom of K) are as follows:

PA ess Ag:i A ⊃ Ah:j Ag:iA if h ⊆ g .
NA ess ∼ Ag:i A ⊃ Ah:j ∼ Ag:i A if h ⊆ g .
In (∼ Ag:i ⊥ ∧ Ag:iA) ⊃ Ah:iA if h ⊆ g .
Unanim Ag:i(

V

k∈g

Ak:iA ⊃ A)

Mon ∼ Ag:i ⊥ ⊃ ∼ Ah:i ⊥ if h ⊆ g .
The following lemma, used for proposition 4 below, proves in our system the empiri al
so ial fa t that disagreement persists in the enlargement of a group, unless additional
assumptions su h as the presen e of authoritative members are added:

Lemma 3.

The sequent

h ⊆ g, x : Ah:i ⊥ ⇒ x : Ag:i ⊥

1 By

is derivable in

G3KA.

using the geometri rule s heme with an eigenvariable ranging over elements of g , the rule an be
generalized to the ase in whi h the group is not given as a nite list.
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Proof. We have the following derivation

xRh:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, z :⊥, x : Ah:i ⊥ ⇒ y :⊥
LAh:i
xRh:i z, h ⊆ g, xRg:iy, x : Ah:i ⊥ ⇒ y :⊥
RS .5
h ⊆ g, xRg:i y, x : Ah:i ⊥ ⇒ y :⊥
RAg:i
h ⊆ g, x : Ah:i ⊥ ⇒ x : Ag:i ⊥
where the topsequent is an instan e of

L ⊥.

Observe that the sequent that expresses persisten e of agreement, obtained by repla ing

⊥

with an arbitrary formula

A,

is instead not derivable. This is seen by inspe tion of the

small set of possible appli able rules at ea h step of the root-rst proof sear h.

Proposition 4.
G3KA.

The axioms PA

Proof. Axiom PA

ess

ess, NA

ess, In , Unanim, and Mon are derivable in

an be derived in a root-rst fashion, using the

orresponding rule

RS.1, as follows:

z : A, xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:iz, x : Ag:iA ⇒ z : A
LAg:i
xRg:i z, h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:iz, x : Ag:iA ⇒ z : A
RS .1
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, yRg:iz, x : Ag:i A ⇒ z : A
RAg:i
h ⊆ g, xRh:j y, x : Ag:iA ⇒ y : Ag:iA
RAh:j
h ⊆ g, x : Ag:iA ⇒ x : Ah:j Ag:i A
R⊃
h ⊆ g ⇒ x : Ag:i A ⊃ Ah:j Ag:iA
The uppermost sequent is

learly derivable be ause it

ontains the same formula on both

sides of the sequent arrow.
The derivation of axiom NA
Axiom In

ess by rule RS.2 is similar.

an be derived using the

orresponding rule RS.3, as follows:

z : A . . . ⇒ y : ⊥, z : A
LAg:i
xRg:i z, xRh:i z, xRg:i y, x : Ag:iA, h ⊆ g ⇒ y : ⊥, z : A
RS .3
xRh:i z, xRg:i y, x : Ag:iA, h ⊆ g ⇒ y : ⊥, z : A
RAh:i
xRg:i y, x : Ag:iA, h ⊆ g ⇒ x : Ah:iA, y : ⊥
RAg:i
x : Ag:iA, h ⊆ g ⇒ x : Ah:iA, x : Ag:i⊥
x : ⊥, . . . ⇒ x : Ah:iA
x :∼ Ag:i ⊥, x : Ag:iA, h ⊆ g ⇒ x : Ah:iA
L&
x :∼ Ag:i ⊥ & Ag:iA, h ⊆ g ⇒ x : Ah:iA
R⊃
h ⊆ g ⇒ x : (∼ Ag:i⊥ & Ag:iA) ⊃ Ah:iA

L⊥
L⊃

Axiom Unanim is easily derivable by rule RS.4.
Finally, by propositional steps, the derivation of Mon redu es to that of the sequent

h ⊆ g, x : Ah:i ⊥ ⇒ x : Ag:i ⊥,

so we

on lude by Lemma 3.

By an adaptation of the method illustrated in the previous se tion, we

G3KA has the same good stru tural properties
G3 it is built upon. In parti ular, we have:

the system
al ulus

Theorem 5.
ening,

All the rules of

ontra tion, and

G3KA

as the basi

an prove that
propositional

are hp-invertible and the stru tural rules of weak-

ut admissible. Weakening and

admissible.
7

ontra tion are in addition hp-

Proof. Routine.

Proposition 6.

The rules of modus ponens and ne essitation are admissible in

Proof. If the sequents

⇒ x : A

and

invertibility of the right rule for impli
of

ut we derive

gives the

is derivable, then by substitution also
and by weakening also

on lusion

Corollary 7.

⇒ x : A ⊃ B are derivable in G3KA, then by
ation we derive x : A ⇒ x : B and by admissibility

⇒ x : B.

⇒ w : A
arbitrary label y ,
If

G3KA.

xRg:i y ⇒ y : A

⇒ y : A

is derivable for an

is derivable. A step of

RAg:i

⇒ x : Rg:i A.

The system

G3KA is a

omplete sequent al ulus for the logi

of a

eptan e

in the axiomatization of [13℄.

4

Extensions with legislators

In this se tion we study extensions of the basi

system. In parti ular, we

that allow the possibility of operative members or legislators who

an a

group on behalf of other group members. The axiom for legislators

Ag:i (

^

onsider rules

ept views for the

onsidered in [13℄ is

Ak:iA ⊃ A) Leg

k∈Leg(i)
where

Leg(i) is a nite non-empty set.

We show that it

∀xy(xRg:i y ⊃

_

orresponds to the frame property

yRk:iy) FLeg

k∈Leg(i)
This property gives, for

Leg(i) ≡ {k1 , . . . , kn },

the

n-premiss

rule

yRk1:i y, xRg:iy, Γ ⇒ ∆ . . . yRkn:i y, xRg:iy, Γ ⇒ ∆
xRg:i y, Γ ⇒ ∆

RLeg

We have:

Proposition 8.

The axiom for legislators is derivable in

G3KA extended with rule RLeg.

Proof. Starting root-rst from the sequent to be derived, we have

{xRg:i y, yRkj :i y, y : Ak1 :i A, . . . , y : Akn :i A ⇒ y : A}j=1,...,n
xRg:i y, y : Ak1 :i A, . . . , y : Akn :i A ⇒ y : A
V
L&
xRg:i y, y : k∈Leg(i) Ak:iA ⇒ y : A
V
R⊃
xRg:i y ⇒ y : k∈Leg(i) Ak:iA ⊃ A
RAg:i
V
⇒ x : Ag:i( k∈Leg(i) Ak:iA ⊃ A)
where the

n premisses
Leg(i); one

members of

RLeg

of rule for legislators are indexed over the set
step of

LAkj :i

{k1 , . . . , kn }

produ es the derivable sequents

{xRg:i y, yRkj :i y, y : A, y : Ak1 :i A, . . . , y : Akn :i A ⇒ y : A}j=1,...,n
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of

By the above, rule RLeg is su ient to derive the legislator axiom Leg.
indire tly, that the frame
order to show that it is

Proposition 9.
a

This means,

ondition FLeg is su ient to validate the legislator axiom. In

hara teristi

The frame

we prove the following:

ondition FLeg holds in the

anoni al model for the logi

of

eptan e extended with the legislator axiom Leg.

Proof. Re all that the

anoni al a

xRk:i y ≡

essibility relation is dened by

for all

Suppose that the ante edent of FLeg,

y

V

k∈Leg(i)

Ak:iA ⊃ A,

Ak:iA

A.x

xRg:i y ,

implies

y

A

By validity of Leg, we have that

holds.

that is,

^

y

if

Ak:iA,

then

y

A

k∈Leg(i)
By unfolding the for ing relation on the
if

^

y

onjun tion, the above

Ak:iA,

y

then

an be rewritten as

A

k∈Leg(i)
Observe that the ante edent of this impli ation is a
tology

A&B ⊃ C

if and only if

(A ⊃ C) ∨ (B ⊃ C), it
_
(y Ak:iA → y

onjun tion, so by the

lassi al tau-

an be rewritten as

A)

k∈Leg(i)
Here the formula in parentheses is
the

anoni al a

yRk:iy ,

by arbitrariness of

A

and by the denition of

essibility relation, so we have proved that the frame

_

∀xy(xRg:i y ⊃

ondition

yRk:iy)

k∈Leg(i)
holds in the

anoni al model.

Corollary 10.

The legislator axiom Leg is

anoni al with respe t to the frame

ondition

FLeg.
Similarly, the requirement that legislators of an institution
of i, expressed in [13℄ by the prin iple

∼ ALeg(i):i ⊥ Leg0
orresponds to the geometri

frame

ondition

∀x∃y. xRLeg(i):i y FLeg0
whi h is turned into the rule

xRLeg(i):i y, Γ ⇒ ∆
Γ⇒∆
with the

ondition that

y

is not in the

on lusion.

In fa t, we have:
9

RLeg0

i

must fun tion as members

Proposition 11.

The axiom Leg0 is derivable in

G3KA

extended with rule RLeg0 .

Proof. We have the following derivation, where the topsequent is an instan e of

L ⊥:

y :⊥, xRLeg(i):i y, x : ALeg(i):i ⊥ ⇒ x :⊥
LALeg(i):i
xRLeg(i):i y, x : ALeg(i):i ⊥ ⇒ x :⊥
RLeg0
x : ALeg(i):i ⊥ ⇒ x :⊥
R⊃
⇒ x :∼ ALeg(i):i ⊥

Conversely we have:

Proposition 12.

Any frame that validates axiom Leg0 satises the frame

ondition

FLeg0 .

Proof. Observe that

Corollary 13.

∀x.x

∼ ALeg(i):i ⊥

Axiom Leg0 is

The majority axiom

is

lassi ally equivalent to

anoni al with respe t to the frame

∀x∃y. xRLeg(i):i y .
ondition FLeg0 .

an be dealt with in a similar way to the legislator axiom and a

rule obtained by just repla ing the set of legislators with the majority set in rule RLeg.
However, extension of the logi

with a majority prin iple may lead to in onsistent group

views in situations exemplied by the dis ursive dilemma in whi h the views of the group
members are distributed so that there is a majority for both a
that entail the negation of the
formalized using the logi

of a

on lusion, see [12℄.

on lusion and premisses

The dis ursive dilemma has been

eptan e, and it was shown that it leads to an in onsistent

view on the group level when a majority prin iple is used [1℄. This
the sequent

an be shown using

al ulus system as well, but for la k of spa e we will not do that here. In

addition to the majority rule leading to in onsisten y at the group level, also legislator
rules that allow determining a group view on the basis of a proper subset of the group
members seem to fa e related problems: They may lead to an in onsisten y at the level
of individuals. This

an be seen by

onstru ting a

ase in whi h the legislators a

ept a

A, and some non-legislators a ept its negation. By the legislator axiom,
the group a epts A, and by axiom In we an then derive that all group members, even
those who were against, a ept the view A a epted by the legislators.
proposition, say

The problem does not appear with the Unanim rule that demands

onsensus among

all group members. Even so, these problems seem to show that Unanim is not a

eptable

as an axiom, either. The purpose of axiom Unanim is to model the formation of a group
view on the basis of

onsensus.

Similarly, axioms Leg and Maj attempt to model the

formation of a group view on the basis of majority voting or

onsensus among legislators,

respe tively. So the idea is to model olle tive de ision-making, and the intuitive semanti s
of an a

eptan e operator

group's view in

ontext

Ac:iA

would be something like individual

c

votes for

A

i.

However, the attempt to model formation of a group view

lashes with the attempt

to model what follows from the adoption of a view by a group. It is a generally a
prin iple
member a

as the

on erning group views that when a group a

epted

epts a view, then every group

epts that view when operating as a member of the group. This idea is en oded

in axiom In , but it does not t with the intuitive semanti s suggested above, be ause now
we are speaking of individual a

eptan e after the formation of the group view whereas

previously we were thinking about a

eptan e in the voting situation, that is, before
10

the formation of the group view.

These two senses of a

eptan e

annot be modelled

simultaneously without either using dierent modalities for pre- and post-voting views,
e.g., by using dierent
logi
a

that allows

ontext variables, or using some kind of a dynami

or temporal

hanges in views. The reason that Unanim does not lead to in onsistent

eptan es is that it requires that everyone agrees and thus nobody will have to

hange

one's mind.
One will thus have to
with the logi

of a

hoose whi h aspe t of

olle tive a

eptan e: Fo us either on what follows from existing group views or
an have axioms PA

ess,

ess, In , and Mon but not axioms that derive group views from individual a

ep-

study the formation of group views. In the former

NA

eptan e one wants to model

tan es. In the latter

ase, one

ase, one

an have any axiom that allows deriving group views from

individual, Unanim, Leg or Maj, but one should not then in lude axiom In
deriving individual views from the

5

olle tive view.

Con lusion and future work

We have here presented a sequent
the

al ulus system for the logi

ompleteness of our system of sequent
hara terizing

lass of frames

For every senten e of the logi
sponding frame

lass. We

we

of a

eptan e and proved

al ulus with respe t to an existing axioma-

tization of the logi . Be ause of the expli it use of labels,
the

that allows

ompleteness with respe t to

an also be established in a dire t way following [16℄:
an either nd a proof or a

an also show how the sear h spa e

ountermodel in the

orre-

an be limited by methods

of proof analysis in order to obtain de ision pro edures. Owing to the invertibility of the
rules,

ut-freeness, and bounded sear h spa e, our

al ulus permits to make

not only about derivability but also about underivability of

ertain propositions and to

study the sour es of in onsisten ies, whi h is not possible in the axiomati
methods presented

approa h. The

an be adapted to the treatment of other non-summative

attitudes that are based on
goals and

on lusions

olle tive a

olle tive

eptan e beside group beliefs, for instan e, group

olle tive preferen es. This will be left for future work.
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